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But this contest got around that by requiring entrants to share a picture of their dog. Fatherly Contest Fatherly
teamed up with Skinny Mom to run the perfect "beginning of the year" fitness contest. Continue Reading. Is
your point well-made and clear? The simplicity and professional layout of this Facebook contest page help it
to stand out from the crowd. Prize The prize built excitement for the brand. Oftentimes, your first impulse isn't
your best. This engineering competition involves designing truss bridges. If you think you have a shot, you're
far more likely to provide your details and enter. They could have given away a free iPad to get more people
the Michelin man clock appeals to their loyal, handy-man type consumer. Run a contest like this one with a
prize which appeals to every adult during the holidays, make entry easy appealing, and see what happens! I
also like that they gave 2 vouchers away every day. Did they connect with the idea behind the story? Do the
math, it works out. Featured the dollar value of their prize front and center in their contest header image Made
it super obvious how people could enter with a three-step process. One scholarship is available in each of the
two categories annually. The deadline is March  Like the testimonial in the example above, candid reviews go
a long way to communicate the legitimacy of your business. No "I just wanted to win that iPad" entrants here.
These two elements really set their contest apart from in-house promotions or contests run a few years ago.
The teams research a technology or device and project how it might change in the future. The design including
countdown timer and testimonial is really good. The prizes are in the form of art materials chosen by the
winner's teacher from Dick Blick's catalog for use in the winner's art class. If you can start with a powerful,
intriguing, moving, or hilarious first sentence, you'll hook your readers' interest and stick in their memory
when it is time to pick winners. Within each division, there is one first prize and one second prize. The
background image can be easily dragged and dropped, and the headline, form and footer are completely
editable from the get-go. Materials are available starting in September. I know they don't sound particularly
sexy, but the dollar value makes up for that. Have you made your point?


